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 Okay, I admit it.  I referenced football last week in my sermon and I’m going to 

do it again today.  But, it would be wrong, wouldn’t it, to overlook what was for a 

surprising percentage of our state the most electrifying moment of this past week?  

Furthermore, this moment, rightly or wrongly, has taken on a religious aspect:  I refer, of 

course, to the Minnesota Miracle, the Minneapolis miracle, the Seven Heaven play at the 

end of last weeks divisional NFL game that propelled the Vikings into a victory when all 

hope seemed lost.  Not only was the play called Seven Heaven; not only has the play 

been forever memorialized as this Minnesota miracle---both titles with religious 

overtones---but the comments made afterwards by two of the key players, Case Keenum 

and Stephan Diggs, were filled with faith talk.  Admittedly, I’m not always sure how to 

understand the faith expressions of celebrities, politicians and sport figures, but both of 

these men seemed absolutely heartfelt in thanking God for their victory, and I have no 

reason to doubt their sincerity.  As I’m guessing everyone here knows---whether or not 

you’re a Vikings fan or watched the game---Case Keenum made a long desperation pass 

to Stephen Diggs with seconds remaining in a game we were losing by one point, and 

Diggs caught the pass, somehow didn’t fall down or out of bounds, and ran it in for a 

touchdown while literally millions of people in the stadium, in sports bars, and in their 

livings rooms shrieked in stunned and joyful disbelief.  Keenum and Diggs are the names 

we will forever associate with this victory, but actually, it wasn’t just about them at all, 

was it?  Murray and McKinnon had run well throughout the game, so the Saint’s had to 

be covering the run and not just the pass on this final play.  Kai Forbath, after missing 

one kick, had come through in two clutch situations to keep the score as close as it was.  



And our defense had completely shut down their offense in the first half of the game, so 

the Saints were only 1 point ahead at the time of this final play.  To say nothing of the 

coaching all season that had led to this final opportunity to make a play.  It was truly and 

without a doubt a team effort; you don’t play football by yourself.  Admittedly, there was 

one fabulous moment several weeks back when Titan’s quarterback Marcus Mariota 

threw a short touchdown pass that was blocked by a Chief’s player back into Mariota’s 

hands and he ran it in a few yards for the score.  He threw the touchdown pass to himself, 

in effect.  And there are a few quarterbacks, like Aaron Rogers, who seem to be passing, 

catching, running, even blocking, as if they play every position on the team.  But 

essentially, like any team sport, football depends on a community of players who work 

together, united in purpose, and play for each other, as well as themselves. This same 

principal applies to choirs, to a team of construction workers building a house, to a group 

of NASA scientists making space flight possible, and so on.  It’s a community effort, not 

a do-it-yourself solo kind of deal.  As we see in our Gospel lesson, this principal applies 

also to our lives of faith.  It’s not about being a solo star of faith and discipleship; it’s 

about being a part of a team, a community.  Right from the very start. 

 And we see the very start of Jesus’ ministry today in our Gospel lesson from 

Mark.  We’re in verse 14 of  chapter 1.  The first 14 verses were about John the Baptizer 

and Jesus being baptized.  We looked at that lesson last week.  So far, in these 14 verses, 

we haven’t heard anything out of Jesus.  Now that changes.  John is arrested, and Jesus 

comes to Galilee and begins his ministry.   Before we see how he chooses to begin, let’s 

consider where he chooses to begin briefly, because it’s significant.  



  Recall again that ancient Israel, called  Palestine in the time of Jesus, is the 

size of the state of New Jersey.  In other words, teensy.  The bulk of the action tended to 

center around southern Palestine, where Jerusalem, the capital city, along with Temple, 

were located.  Here, the learned scholars, the scribes and the Pharisees, the most devout 

and respected citizens lived, worked, and gathered.  Bethlehem is nearby; the place of 

Christ’s birth.  Bethany, where Mary, Martha, and Lazarus lived, is also nearby, where 

Christ often visited.  Jesus will die and be raised in Jerusalem.  But, the vast bulk of his 

ministry was not in this southern stronghold of Judaism, but was instead in northern 

Palestine, it the area of Galilee.  This area was on a trade route, which meant it was more 

dilute, less purely Jewish.  And the folks in this area were considered by those in the 

south to be inferior Jews, lesser Jews, not-quite-right Jews.   So Jesus begins his ministry 

in this unlikely and unholy backwater of ancient Israel, which was defined by the Sea of 

Galilee.  Since geography determines destiny, what will these sea dwellers of Galilee do 

for a living?  We know that answer!  We know the answer from our own area’s history. 

They will fish!  So, this determines the type of person Jesus will gather to himself as 

disciples.  If he lived in Jerusalem, there’s an excellent chance he’d be drawing learned 

and devout Jews in the best tradition of that time.  But, he’s living the heck out in Galilee 

instead, where he’s pretty much going to be calling poorly educated and more loosely 

observant Jewish  anglers to be his followers.  Not at all what one would expect, but God 

always behaves in surprising ways, and this is no exception.   

That’s where Jesus begins and here is how he begins:  by calling four fishermen to 

follow him in this unlikely location for God to set up a ministry headquarters.  Our lesson 

for today states, “as Jesus passed along the Sea of Galilee, he saw Simon and his brother 



Andrew casting a net into the sea—for they were fishermen.  And Jesus said to them, 

“follow me, and I will make you fish for people.”  And immediately they left their nets 

and followed him.”  The same kind of scene occurs as he walks farther on and sees James 

and John in their boat mending their nets.  He calls them to follow and we are told “they 

left their father Zebedee in the boat with the hired men and followed him.”  This seems a 

terribly abrupt transition in these men’s lives.  Perhaps they were already acquainted with 

Jesus and he with them; we don’t know.  Jesus grew up in this area; they may have 

known each other for years. And maybe the actual transition from fisherman to apostle 

took a little more time then Mark indicates and actually involved the handling of any 

number of details to provide for their families and the on-going survival of their 

businesses. Again, we don’t know.  But the point of Mark in telling the story as he does is 

clear: these men made life-changing decisions relatively quickly to leave behind their 

familiar ways of living and to follow Jesus. They were leaving behind security and facing 

a future full of unknowns. But they answer the call.   

 And, what kind of a call is it?  A collective call.  A call to a team. They are called 

two by two, are they not, to form an immediate community of 5, between the 4 anglers 

and Jesus, and more disciples, as we know, will be added.  So here’s what doesn’t 

happen:  they aren’t called singly after a lengthy process of interviews and suitability 

tests.  They aren’t called for individual excellence and then given a two day orientation 

and training before being required to make their own way to success. Jesus never says to 

them, “You’re on your own.  Suck it up buttercup.  Sink or swim.”  Far from the kind of 

individualistic emphasis of our culture, this is a community endeavor, a team effort.  

These men will work and live together for three years, with Jesus, before they are left to 



their own devices, and even then, they will be a part of a community, a team, not just 

individual divas trying to steal the show.  The early church from its very inception was a 

tight knit community, and even the missionaries nearly always traveled in pairs or 

groups.  This tells us something!  We’re not only called to follow Jesus as an individual; 

we’re called into a community. A team.  A family of faith.  We’re not alone in our lives of 

faith.  Which is really good news for us, because life is a rich mixture, isn’t it?  As 

theologian and writer Frederick Beuchner  imagines God saying to us: “Here is the 

world. Beautiful and terrible things will happen. Don't be afraid.”   Beautiful and terrible 

things do happen and facing all that alone is just too hard.  Sharing joy makes it so much 

sweeter.  And sharing sorrow makes it that much more bearable.  Furthermore, our 

community of faith endorses some counter cultural values: peace rather than polarization.  

Cooperation rather than competition. Common good rather than selfish gain.  Justice 

rather than greed.  We need each other to support one another, to keep us honest, to walk 

the way with us.  We need advocates, mentors, colleagues, friends, family, and neighbors.  

We need community and comradery. That’s what Church is---the community of 

Christians who follow Jesus together.   

 This morning, we have received four new members, David and Linda Grong, and 

David and Anne Schlomann.  We rejoice in their becoming a part of this Christian 

community.  Over the past 5 years, even, we have taken in a surprising number of new 

members; God has blest us generously in this way.  And there are implications to this 

fact: it means we have made new friends in the past five years.  Right?  We have likely 

become involved in new activities or interests because of some of these new members.  

We have had community experiences, like baptisms or weddings, involving some of 



these new members. New brings freshness, energy, and renewal.  And sometimes a bit of 

confusion, discomfort, and discombobulation.  That “someone is sitting in my pew” kind 

of experience.  That’s okay.  Not everyone on the football team probably always gets 

along perfectly either, and at some times, some players seem more significant than others, 

but the reality is that everyone does their part; it is truly a team effort, and that is so 

absolutely true about Christian community. It’s all part of the good and gracious mixture 

of church, of being a part of the community of Christ in Knife River, Minnesota, to which 

all of us here have been called.  Our presence is the proof!  We have been called into this 

community, and it’s a fishing community.  Both in Scriptural image, where Jesus calls us 

to fish for people, and in the reality of our community’s heritage on this vast inland Sea.   

 You know, the best part of fishing is the telling of the fish stories.  We have fish 

stories to tell.  Fish stories about new members, baptisms, little ones in Children’s 

Church, and teens being confirmed.  Stories of adults involved in service or study, of 

older people celebrating their heritage, of individuals feeling that they a part of a 

congregational family.  Fish stories about fishcake suppers and celebrations of music, and 

garden worship services.  Fish stories about quilts sent around the world and a prayer list 

that includes names of people of all ages and in all places.  Fish stories about a garden 

appearing where there had been no garden.  Fish stories about elevators being added and 

columbariums built and mortgages paid off early. Fish stories about grief shared and 

burdens lightened and lives changed.  And each story is a Minnesota miracle, a Knife 

River miracle,  in the making. We are called to be a part of this community and be a part 

of those miracles.  Aren’t you glad?  Amen.   


